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Tasks:

The Conformprocess produces much
hot copper-swarf. That swarf usually
have to be

disposed every 30 minutes by an 
operator using a pokerstick to 
transfer it from

the machine into containers.

Copper-swarf are obviously
volumious although having light 
weight, so that the containers need to 
be disposed very often.

Tasks:

-Relief the Operator.

-Reduce the volume of swarf.

-Reduce the containerhandling.
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The copper-swarf will be

collected directly under  a 

shaping-wheel and grabbed

continously to the cutter via 

the vibratory-conveyor. After 

that another conveyor will push 

the cut swarf into containers.

 
 
 
 

Solution

Swarf-conveyor/cutter for

copper-swarf SFZ55



Components

Vibratory-conveyor

The swarf will be collected under the shaping

wheel and pushed into the single-shaft-

shredder via vibration-technology.

Hereby you get a continous and save 

transport of that material.
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Components

Single-shaft shredder

For shredding to exactly defined sizes of piece, 
the single-shaft technology represents the
sophisticated and economic solution. The
effective, thousand fold proven rotor – stator
cutting principle with sieve below for defining
the size of piece reduces the materials exactly in 
a single-pass operation. The material is grabbed
by the cutting rotor and is cut repeatedly at the
stator until the desired size is reached and is
discharged through the perforated sieve
mounted under the machine. 

•Fully hardened knives which can be reground        
several times

•Reversible stator knives
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Components:

The Scrape-conveyor

The conveyor is build with two bush-

conveyor-chains that move scrapes.

Those are kept in exact distance. A robust 

3-phase-motor is used, so that the scrapes

can push the transported material to the

end.
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Technical data
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Specific. value unit

weight ca. 750 kg

length ca. 3830 mm

width ca. 1180 mm

height ca. 2081 mm

Specification value unit

voltage 400 V

Power input, maximal 25 A

Power input, maximal 5,8 KW

Fuse protection 32 A



Advantage

Continios scraper transport
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Advantage

•Explicitly volume reduction

•Lesser change interval of the container
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Advantage

• compact design with minimum    space

•high flexibility

•mobile
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Advantages

Handling

•The handling is easy.
•The container changing is possible in non stop
modus       
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